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the immortal Spirit, without fragile
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conscience of their inner world, of
their unconscious processes and
the need for self transformation
without moralism or childish repressions; they respect the religious practices of others striving
for spiritual practices that promote
the freedom of consciousness and
the contact with the divine in each
human being. They are people
that love and spread love in everything they do.
Adenáuer Novaes
Clinical Psychologist

“... seeing that to study the Spirits is to study man ...”

Allan Kardec
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Resentment

Psychological Escapes
Decipher me or I will devour
you ... proposed the Sphinx to Oedipus.
Using accurate reflection, the son

so well presented by Pierre Weil.
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Just observe the alarming rates
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Cláudio Sinoti
Jungian Therapist
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Jungian and Transpersonal Therapist
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Unjustifiable Despair

Tolerance and Neglect
One of the most difficult attitudes
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Sonia Theodoro da Silva
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Ercilia Zilli
Psychologist

reflecting

In the spiritual childhood in which
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Living with Simplicity

You and simplicity.
Philosophizing about this topic leads us to deep reflections, such as: Who are we? Where do we come
from? Where do we go? What is the origin of our habits?
Considering the immortality of the soul, we are three-dimensional. There is, Spirit, perispirit and body.
Apprentices in the age-old evolutionary process, through the multiple existences, we are shaping our indiv id u a l it y

and

current personality,

which

are

m a n i f e s t e d
through

our

needs, habits and
behaviours.
In a metaphysical
view of the existence,

we

divine

creatures,

exercising
selves

our-

in
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are

of

the
the

conquest of love
and

wisdom. As
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of

Life, subjected to
the

propelling

evolutionary
m o v e m e n t ,
change is inevitable.
Conscious
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or

not, we are attracted to what is good, beautiful, simple, because in essence, we are love. Love, that is
Life’s movement, touching lives, updating them.
To simplify means to free oneself from the complexities and choose a life free from excesses. It is fundamental to note the difference between being simple and being simplistic. The simple resolve complexities, the simplistic avoid them. To be simple is to understand that simplicity does not rhyme with being
simplistic, because what is simple is subtle, while the simplistic is not.
The path of multiplicity is one without rest. In the multiplicity we loose ourselves, shattering the heart.
Our real needs are few, but our want increase with our possessions. Reflecting, Jesus teaches us that
“what good is it for a man to win the whole world but loose his life?” (Matthew 26:16).
While the being is an apprentice in the world of excesses, understands that to simplify life is to enrich
it, re-educating habits and reducing necessities. The being understands that to be natural is to have a
spontaneous posture before life, aware that simplicity and naturalness are qualities of the soul that finds
itself free from superficiality that standardizes behaviours and attitudes considered anti-natural.
Simple people are authentic, they know what they want. They are conscious that their value as people
depends on what they are and not on what they possess. They have true feelings, sincere words and correct attitudes. Through the free will, they chose psychological and physiological necessities that are congruent with their proposal of deep self-encounter, fulfilling themselves with security.
According to Carl G Jung, “the art of being simple is the highest, and in the same way to accept oneself
is the essence of the moral issue and the core of an entire world view.”

Evanise M Zwirtes
Psychotherapist
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